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Abstract

Recently, we have proposed a parallel sub-word recognition
(PSWR) system for language identification (LID) in a frame-
work similar to the parallel phone recognition (PPR) approach
in the literature, but without requiring phonetic labeling of the
speech data in any of the languages in the LID task. In this pa-
per, we show the theoretical equivalence of PSWR and ergodic-
HMM (E-HMM) based LID. Here, the front-end sub-word rec-
ognizer (SWR) and back-end language model (LM) of each lan-
guage in PSWR correspond to the states and state-transitions
of the E-HMM in that language. This equivalence unifies the
parallel phone (sub-word) recognition and ergodic-HMM ap-
proaches, which have been treated as two distinct frameworks
in the LID literature so far, thus providing further insights into
both these frameworks. On a 6-language LID task using the
OGI-TS database, the E-HMM system achieves performances
comparable to the PSWR system, offering clear experimental
validation of their equivalence.

1. Introduction
Automatic language identification (LID) has become an impor-
tant research problem over the last decade with several promis-
ing solutions [1], [2]. An � - language LID task is to classify an
input speech utterance of any speaker and any text, as belonging
to one of � languages ��� � � � ��� .

Recently, we have proposed a parallel sub-word recognition
(PSWR) system for LID [3], [4] which operates in a parallel
phone recognition (PPR) framework [5]. The main feature of
PSWR is that it does not need manually labeled phonetic data
in any of the languages in the task, unlike the PPR system which
needs phonetically labeled data in all the languages in the LID
task. We had shown that PSWR offers LID performance com-
parable to PPR, thus making it an efficient alternative to PPR
[3], [4].

In this paper, we establish an equivalence between the PSWR
system and ergodic-HMM (E-HMM) based LID. Ergodic HMMs
have been employed earlier for LID [6], [7], [8]. Despite early
results [6], [7] indicating the potential of ergodic - HMMs to
model languages for LID, ergodic-HMMs acquired a question-
able position, as can be summarized from the conclusions in
subsequent work [8], [1], [5], [2]: Multi-state HMMs did not
perform any better than static models like Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) and hence it was concluded that the sequen-
tial modeling capabilities of HMMs were not exploited in con-
trast to the static classifiers such as spectral template matching,
vector quantization (VQ) and GMMs [8], [5], [2]. Further, [1]
concludes that ‘ergodic-HMMs have not been very successful,
as it is ambitious to hope that a single HMM can be trained to
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re all of the complexities of a language’.
e address these issues by showing the theoretical equiva-
between PSWR and ergodic-HMM (E-HMM) with exper-
al validation of the same. By this equivalence, we show
n ergodic-HMM (E-HMM) models exactly the same (and
, as much) information (acoustic and phonotactic) as does
R (while retaining the structure and performance of PPR
this clearly reveals that the sequential modeling capability

Ms is exploited in two primary ways: i) PSWR with an
priately sized inventory of sub-word units (and associated
ord HMMs) in its front-end sub-word recognizer (SWR)
ls phone-like units of a language. The states (observation
ties) of the E-HMM correspond to these sub-word units
ii) PSWR captures the phonotactics of a language by bi-
statistics in its back-end language model (LM). E-HMM
ls this in its state-transition probabilities. Consequently,
ation of the Viterbi likelihood of a test utterance by E-

exactly corresponds to the joint-decoding in PSWR us-
th the front-end SWR and back-end (bigram) LM. Train-
ergodic-HMM for each language realizes both SWR and

imultaneously and implicitly in a jointly optimized man-
We also show that ergodic-HMMs turn out to be clearly
ior to static classifiers such as GMMs.

Parallel sub-word recognition (PSWR)
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igure 1: Parallel sub-word recognition (PSWR) system

ig. 1 shows a typical PSWR system for � languages
4]. The PSWR system consists of three components: i)
ord recognizer (SWR), ii) Language model (LM), and

aximum - likelihood (ML) classifier. PSWR system has�
for a � language LID task. A path ‘�’ (� � �� � � � � � ), has
t-end sub-word recognizer (SWR) followed by a back-end
age model (LM) of language ��. For a given input utter-
PSWR yields � ‘joint acoustic-language’ scores (������
. 1), one for each language ��, obtained by a joint de-



coding using both the front-end SWR and back-end LM. The
input utterance is classified into one of � languages based on
a maximum likelihood criterion on the � scores ������� � �
�� � � � � � . The three components of the PSWR are described
briefly:

2.1. Sub-word recognizer (SWR)

In PSWR, each of the � SWRs has a language dependent in-
ventory of sub-word units (SWUs) �� � ���� ��� � � � � ���
and corresponding sub-word HMM models [9] �� � ���� ���
� � � � ��� for each language ��, � � �� � � � � � (see Fig. 2).
The important point to note is that the SWU inventory is ob-
tained without the need for manually labeled training data. In
the PSWR system, the training phase involves the design of the
SWU inventory �� for a set of SWUs�� of each language �� in
the LID task. The procedure for generating the SWU inventory
is essentially that used for acoustic SWU based speech recogni-
tion [9], and consists of the following steps [3]:
i) Automatic segmentation: The training utterances (in the
form of MFCC vector sequence) are segmented into acoustic
segments using the maximum - likelihood (ML) segmentation
technique [10] for a required number of segments/second. This
generates a large corpus of segments � � ���� ��� � � � � ���.
ii) Segment clustering: The acoustic segments in the segment
corpus � are represented by their respective centroids; these
centroids are clustered into � clusters � � ���� ��� � � � � ���
using the 	-means algorithm. Each acoustic segment �� � �
then belongs to one of � sub-word clusters.
iii) Segment modeling: Each cluster �� � � defines a class
of acoustically similar segments and is treated as representing
a notional sub-word unit ��. The segments belonging to each
sub-word class ��� 
 � �� � � � � � are modeled by a 3-state left-
to-right HMM [9]. This results in an inventory of � sub-word
HMMs, �� � ���� ��� � � � � ��� with the corresponding inven-
tory of SWUs �� � ���� ��� � � � � ��� for the language ��.

2.2. Language-model (LM)

The back-end LM in path ‘�’ (� � �� � � � � � ) of PSWR mod-
els the phonotactics of language �� in terms of the sub-word
units (SWUs) of ��. The LM is typically an �-gram analyzer of
SWU label sequences of the training utterances of a language;
most systems use a bigram model. The LM of language ��
thus has a bigram model �� which is estimated from the ‘ref-
erence SWU labels’ of training utterances obtained as follows
during the SWR training for language �� (Sec. 2.1): The train-
ing utterances are segmented using ML-segmentation into a se-
quence of segments ���� ��� � � � � ���; each of these segments
belongs to some cluster from � � ���� ��� � � � � ��� and is
labeled by the corresponding SWU from �� � ���� ��� � � � �
���. The resulting SWU label sequence ����� � � � � ������ ����

� � � � � �� � are the ‘reference SWU labels’ of the training utter-
ances. The bigram model of language �� is then obtained as
�� � ����
� �� � ����� 	����� 
�  � �� � � � � �, where ���
� �
is an estimate of �����	������, where ��� � �� and �

����
� ��

are consecutive SWU labels in the ‘reference SWU label’ se-
quence.

2.3. Joint acoustic-phonotactic decoding

The sub-word recognition (SWR) and language modeling (LM)
can be done independently [3], [4]. However, they are com-
bined into one step in the PSWR configuration; i.e., the acous-
tic/phonotactic models (�� of SWR and �� of LM) are inte-
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the joint decoding, an input utterance (as an observation
r sequence) � � ���� ��� � � � � �	 � is tokenized by the
and LM jointly into an optimal sequence of sub-word
for each language ��� � � �� � � � � � . Fig. 2 gives a
atic of the joint-decoding for any one language �� (a de-

f the box shown in dashed line in Fig. 1). Fig. 3 gives
s of the joint decoding of an input utterance � in terms of
timal segmentation and SWU labels obtained as follows:
he optimal sequence of 	 SWUs�� � ���� � � � � ��� � � � �
obtained by joint decoding by the SWR and LM of lan-
��, maximizes the joint acoustic-phonotactic likelihood

oustic-language score) ������ � � ��	������, as given

��� � ���
����


�
�� �


�
���

�	
�����	���� 
 �����	�������

�
(1)

� � ���� ��� � � � � �
�, with �� �  and �
 � � , are
gment boundaries for any segmentation of the � frames
the ��� segment is given by �� � ��������

� � � � � ��� �.

��
��
� � � � � �

��� � � � � � �
� is any sequence of �
�� � �� and

��
��
� � � � � �

��� � � � � � �
� is the corresponding sub-word
equence. ����	���� is the likelihood that segment �� is
ated by the HMM model �

�� from among �� � ���� ���

��; �� � �	
�����	���� 
 �������. �� � ���� � � � � ���


� is the SWU sequence corresponding to the optimal �

�� � � � � ��� � � � � �
� which maximizes������ in (1). The
m model �� of language �� provides ���

��	������ in (1).

Maximum-likelihood classifier (MLC)

n � language LID task, the PSWR generates � joint
tic-phonotactic (or acoustic-language) scores������ (Eqn.
ne for each language ��. The maximum - likelihood (ML)
fier identifies the language of the input utterance as ���
has the highest likelihood (score) ������, i.e.,

�
� � ��
 ���

���������
������ (2)



3. Ergodic-HMM and PSWR equivalence
Consider an �-state ergodic HMM ��� of language �� with pa-
rameters defined as follows (Fig. 4): ��� � ���� ��� ���, where
the � states of ��� correspond to the � sub-word units of lan-
guage ��, �� � ���� � � � � ��� and the state transition prob-
abilities �� � ������� 
�  � �� � � � � � are the bigram proba-
bilities in the language model (LM) of PSWR, i.e, �� � ��
with ���� � ���
� �� 
�  � �� � � � � �. The state conditioned
observation densities �� � ������� 
 � �� � � � � �� are the sub-
word HMMs �� � ���� � � � � ���, i.e., ����� is modeled by the
sub-word HMM �� � ��, where o is a segment of the obser-
vation vector sequence. �� � ����� 
 � �� � � � � �� is the initial
state distribution, which is equivalent to the unigram probabili-
ties ����������� of the sub-word units �� � ���� � � � � ���.
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Figure 4: Equivalence of ‘�-state ergodic HMM’
��� � ���� ��� ��� �� and ‘size-� PSWR’ of language ��
���������� �� with sub-word inventory �� � ���� � � � � ���,
sub-word HMMs �� � ���� � � � � ��� and bigram LM
�� � ����
� �� � ����� 	���� 
�  � �� � � � � �� as in Fig. 2.

Given an input utterance � � ������� � � � ��	 �, the er-
godic HMM ��� of language �� can evaluate the Viterbi likeli-
hood (score)�� � ���

���
� ��� ���	�

�
� �� � � �� � � � � � , where��� � ��

��
� � � � � �

�
� is any state sequence of ��� corresponding
to a sequence of SWUs in Eqn. (1). A maximum likelihood
classifier (MLC) is then used to classify � as language ��� ,
by �� � ��
������������ ��. It can be seen that evaluation of
�� is identical to the joint-decoding problem in Sec. 2.3 and
�� actually solves Eqn. (1), making �� � ������. Since
� ��� ���	�

�
� � � � ��	���� �

�
� �
� ����	�

�
� �, evaluation of ��

by E-HMM optimally combines both the acoustic likelihood
� ��	���� �

�
� � and the language model likelihood � ����	�

�
� �,

as in the joint decoding for ������ by Eqn. (1) of PSWR.
In PSWR, �� and �� are obtained ‘independently’ of each

other, but are viewed as parameters �� and �� of an ergodic
HMM (��� ) of sub-word HMMs. Designing the ergodic HMM
��� directly from the training utterances of language �� will
correspond to an important improvement over PSWR – the op-
timal E-HMM parameters will then correspond to ‘jointly opti-
mizing’ the front-end SWR �� and the back-end LM �� under
a maximum-likelihood criterion on �� (identical to test condi-
tions), thus with an enhanced LID discrimination potential.

At this point, we make a simplification to ��� – the states
of ��� are modeled as mixture Gaussians (rather than HMMs)
and ��� then becomes a conventional ergodic HMM that can be
trained by Baum-Welch reestimation [9] 1. This will correspond

1An ergodic HMM of sub-word HMMs is trainable by a segmental
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SWR system where the sub-words �� � ���� � � � � ���
odeled by Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) rather than
MMs. This more readily reveals the equivalence of such
odic HMM (of GMMs or HMMs) system and the PSWR
. In this paper, we have adopted this simplification for

ating the equivalence and to facilitate ease of training the
ic HMMs ��� for each language ��� � � �� � � � � � .

4. Experiments and Results
resent experimental results of LID performances of the E-

system and the PSWR system [3], [4] to validate their
lying equivalence.

Database

SWR and E-HMM systems are evaluated on 6 languages
Oregon Graduate Institute Multi-language Telephone Sp-
OGI-TS) corpus [11] – English, German, Hindi, Japanese,
arin and Spanish. Though PSWR and E-HMM do not
phonetically labeled training data, these 6 languages (which
phonetic labels) were chosen so as to compare the PPR

[5] also (which needs phonetically labeled training data
the languages in the task).
he PSWR and E-HMM systems are trained on 50 ‘story-
tory-before-the-tone) utterances per language spoken by
fferent speakers. Both the systems are tested using 20
-bt’ utterances per language outside the training data; the
ng and test utterances are each 45 seconds long.
oth PSWR and E-HMM systems use a 26 - dimensional
eter vector of 12 MFCC, 12 delta-MFCC, energy and

energy.

Parameters of PSWR system

WR, the ML segmentation technique (Sec. 2.1), can seg-
an input utterance into a pre-specified number of seg-
[10],[3]. Here, we have used a segment rate of � � �

ents/second which gives phone-like segmentation as the
rate in normal speech is about 10 phones/sec.

he sub-word inventory size � (Sec. 2.1), controls the reso-
of the acoustic space; Here, we have used � � � which

ates phone-like units in the inventory as languages typi-
have phone set sizes in this range.
SWR training to build the inventory of sub-word HMM
ls �� of size � � � (Sec. 2.1) was implemented using
[12]. The sub-word HMMs are 3 state, left to right models
Gaussian mixtures per state; all mixture components use
iagonal covariances.

Parameters of E-HMM system

HMM, the main parameters are the number of states ‘�’
e number of Gaussian mixtures/state ‘� ’. For each lan-
, E-HMM systems were designed for � � �� �� �� �
00 and � � �� �� �� � and 12, for each �.

Results

shows the LID accuracy of E-HMM for training and test
n the 6-language task in OGI-TS database for number of
� ranging from 5 to 100 and number of mixtures/state �

ng from 1 to 12, for each �. Also shown are PSWR, PPR
MM. The following can be observed from this figure:

ans procedure [9].
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Figure 5: LID accuracy of E-HMM for number of states
� � �� �� �� � and � and number of mixtures/state � �
�� �� �� � and �� on training and test data; Legend for � —
�Æ � ��� � ��� � ��  � ��� � ���. Also shown are PSWR
with � � �� � � � (——), PPR (– – –) and GMM with 50
mixtures (– 
 – 
 –).

i) The training data performance shows the potential of E-HMM.
Its performance increases significantly with increase in number
of states � (from 5 to 100), yielding upto 40% improvement for
small number of mixtures (� � �) and upto 25% improvement
when number of mixtures is adequate (� � � or ��).
ii) The number of mixtures/state (� ) is a crucial parameter in
E-HMM modeling. This corresponds to how well a mixture
Gaussian density models the acoustic variability of a sub-word
unit corresponding to each state. The gain with increasing �
is more significant for small �, than for large �, reflecting the
larger acoustic variability within a state when � is small.
iii) Test data performance also shows a similar dependence on
number of states � and number of mixtures/state � with a per-
formance difference of 18% between a poor model (� � � and
� � �) and a good model (� � � and � � �� �� �).
iv) E-HMM with � � �, � � � offers the best performance
on both training and test data (96.3% on training data and 64.2%
on test data). � � � matches the typical size of the phone
set of languages; this clearly points to the importance of using
sufficient number of states in an ergodic-HMM to model the
phones and the associated phonotactics of a language.
v) The LID accuracies of E-HMM are at par with that of an
equal sized PSWR (with segment rate � � � segments/sec
and sub-word inventory size � � �) for both training and test
data (98.3% on training data and 65.0% on test data).
vi) E-HMM performance is at par with PPR system also (89.0%
on training data and 67.5% on test data), thus making E-HMM
an exact and attractive alternative to both PPR and PSWR.
vii) We have also shown the LID accuracy of a static model
GMM (one per language) with 50 mixtures. This is equivalent
to a single-state HMM (� � �) with 50 mixtures/state (� �
�). This large value of 50 ensures that GMM also matches the
typical phone set of a language. E-HMM clearly has a superior
performance than GMM.

The key to the good performance of E-HMM is the use of
sufficiently large number of states (50 to 100) to match the typ-
ical size of phone set of languages in order to truly model the
phone acoustics and the phonotactics of a language adequately.
Earlier results [6], [7], [8] reported for ergodic-HMMs have
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[11]

[12]
done with a very small number of states (4 to 8) and this
ad to erroneous conclusions that the sequential modeling
ility of ergodic-HMMs have not been exploited [8], [1],
The PSWR–E-HMM equivalence obtained in this paper
with the experimental results clearly confirm the effec-
ss of ergodic-HMMs for LID.

5. Conclusions
s paper, we establish the theoretical equivalence between
rallel sub-word recognition (PSWR) system and ergodic-
(E-HMM) system for LID. PSWR was proposed by us

tly as an alternative to parallel phone recognition (PPR).
ey to the PSWR–E-HMM equivalence is the joint decod-
the front-end sub-word recognizer and the back-end lan-
model of PSWR. These are shown to correspond to the
and state-transitions of E-HMM. An E-HMM with num-
states matching the phone set size of a language is shown

er the best performance which is at par with that of an
sized PSWR system and the conventional PPR system.

over, E-HMM performance is superior than static models
s GMMs. This makes the E-HMM an efficient alternative

R and PSWR systems for LID.
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